Structure-activity and structure-affinity relationships of 19-nor-progesterone derivatives in rat uterus.
19-nor-progesterone (19NP) is a potent progestagen which possesses a high affinity for the progesterone receptor (PgR). In contrast, 17 alpha-hydroxylated-progesterone (17OHP) shows no hormonal activity and does not compete with progesterone (P) for the PgR. The aim of the present work was to analyse in parallel the structure-affinity and the structure-activity relationships for new molecules obtained by modifications of 19NP and 17OHP. The attachment of a 17 alpha-hydroxyl group on 19NP led to a dramatic decrease in both affinity and activity for the end-product, 17 alpha-hydroxylated-19-nor-progesterone (17OH-19NP). The further addition of a methyl group combined with the formation of a double-bound at C6 on 17OH-19NP results in nomegestrol (NOM), the relative affinity of which remained low. Negligible activity was also associated with this affinity in comparison to the parent 19NP. Strikingly, the protection of the free 17 alpha-hydroxyl group of NOM by an acetate led to a potent progestin with high affinity for PgR. It is concluded that the sum of the modifications brought into the 17OHP-19NP molecule reestablishes both affinity and activity of the original 19NP molecule. The same conclusion holds if P is considered as the parent compound, as already stated in the literature.